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The UK’s largest commercial source of news media audience will use Outbrain’s
Smartfeed technology to grow revenue and drive engagement

LONDON, Feb. 09, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Outbrain, a leading recommendation platform
for the open web, today announced a new, multi-year deal with 1XL, the UK’s largest source of
premium digital news media audiences as well as display inventory.

1XL, a division of Media Concierge and part of the Mediaforce Group, which owns the largest
independent sales house in the UK, will adopt Outbrain as its exclusive recommendation
provider. The strategic partnership will focus on growing revenue, supporting re-circulation and
driving engagement including subscriptions across 1XL’s range of 43 established and trusted
local news media publishers, including Newsquest, Johnston Press, Archant, Iliffe Media, and
Tindle.

The deal will see 1XL rolling out Outbrain’s Smartfeed technology to diversify its revenue
streams. Smartfeed provides customizable, dynamic, and tailored recommendations, which
allows media owners to optimize the user experience, improve engagement, and revenue. It acts
as a blank canvas on which a suite of unique cards can be used to deliver editorial, monetization,
and specific revenue goals, generating a 20% RPM uplift, when compared to Outbrain’s standard
widgets.

Outbrain’s Smartfeed will create prominent brand-safe spaces for advertisers to reach relevant consumers from 1XL’s 26.4 million user-base.
Additionally, the deal will support highly targeted and personalized advertising campaigns, as well as feature prominent in-article placements,
delivering a premium ad experience for top brands.

“Outbrain’s commitment to championing the open web and journalistic independence aligns with our mission to nurture a healthy presence of local
publishers throughout the country,” said Scott Gill, Managing Director at 1XL. “ Regional news outlets are essential to the UK’s democratic society and
are an essential hub for local communities. Outbrain is a trusted and established partner whose best-in-class recommendation solution will support a
range of growth objectives and, we feel, act in the interests of our publishers and their readers.”

“We consider the 1XL co-operative and its constituent publishers and sites valued partners that share our passion for providing unique, relevant, and
engaging content,” said James Milne, Managing Director Northern Europe at Outbrain. “ Overall, our placements, including our rich and highly viewable
native in-article formats, will enhance the reader experience, diversify 1XL’s monetization strategies and bolster engagement. As a trusted partner, we
are excited about the value our Smartfeed technology can offer across some of the UK’s oldest and most respected local news titles. ”

Forward-Looking Statements

This press release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws, which statements involve substantial risks
and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements generally relate to possible or assumed future results of our business, financial condition, results of
operations, liquidity, plans and objectives. You can generally identify forward-looking statements because they contain words such as “may,” “will,”
“should,” “expects,” “plans,” “anticipates,” “could,” “intends,” “target,” “projects,” “contemplates,” “believes,” “estimates,” “predicts,” “potential” or
“continue” or the negative of these terms or other similar expressions that concern our expectations, strategy, plans or intentions. We have based
these forward-looking statements largely on our current expectations and projections regarding future events and trends that we believe may affect our
business, financial condition and results of operations. The outcome of the events described in these forward-looking statements is subject to risks,
uncertainties and the risks described in the section entitled “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed for the quarter
ended September 30, 2021 and in subsequent reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Accordingly, you should not rely upon
forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. We cannot assure you that the results, events and circumstances reflected in the forward-
looking statements will be achieved or occur, and actual results, events or circumstances could differ materially from those projected in the forward-
looking statements. We undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which the
statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. We do not assume any obligation to update any forward-looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.

About Outbrain

Outbrain (Nasdaq: OB) is a leading recommendation platform for the open web. Our technology enables 10 billion daily recommendations to
consumers across more than 7,000 online properties and connects advertisers to these audiences to grow their business. Founded in 2006, Outbrain
is headquartered in New York with offices in 18 cities worldwide.

About 1XL
1XL is a digital media display proposition comprised of 43 local and regional news publishers. With over 700 sites throughout the UK and Ireland, and
a de-duplicated unique user reach of 30.9 million monthly (67% UK active user reach - comScore) our offering provides at-scale access to over half of
the UK digital population across highly trusted established news titles. In an era of constantly changing news habits and business models, our news
brands remain a consistent part of our readers' lives. With our established news sites and accompanying social media channels, specialist titles, and
content micro-hubs, the 1XL portfolio offers the scale exceeding that of a national Newsbrand with the ability to reach users against almost every
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geographically and contextually relevant environment. 1XL is a division of Media Concierge which is part of the Mediaforce Group.
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